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and for the Coulomb radius

R =3.2&&10 "cm.
C

(8)

These values disagree with the experimental
values, -8.49 Mev and 2.26x10 "cm, respec-
tively. Since this is a conventional variation cal-
culation, any improvement in the wave function
would increase the disagreement in the energy.

We do not believe that the upper bound (7) for
Eo is close to the mathematically correct ground-
state energy. Every time we varied new para-
meters, or revaried ones varied much earlier,
the bound on E, decreased another few tenths of
an Mev. We merely quit varying parameters
when the discrepancy with experiment became
sufficiently large to be significant.

The D state p-robability is about I'fo, no direct
comparison with experiment is possible for this
quantity.

The P states are completely unimportant.
States 4, 6, and 7 of reference 2 have probabi-
lities 3.8&10 ~, 0.8x10, and 1.9~10, re-
spectively, adding up to a total P-state proba-
bility of 6.5x10-~. The contribution of the P
states to the binding energy is less than 100 kev.

The L S force contributes significantly, but
not through the I' states. Rather, the matrix
elements of the L 5 force between the D states
must be included in the calculation, and these
matrix elexnents contribute several Mev, in a
repulsive direction.

The sharp variation of the trial functions near
the core radius, especially for state 8 of refer-
ence 2, requires a reasonably fine net for the
numerical quadratures.

The largenumber of states required, and the
sensitivity of the result to the values of many of

the parameters in each state, makes it appear
doubtful that any simple approximation can give
accurate results in a three-body problem with
tensor forces. By analogy, simple approxima-
tions in the many-body problem may well turn
out to be less accurate than supposed.

We conclude that the combination of the Qammel-
Brueckner potential with the assumption of super-
position of 2-body forces, is inconsistent with
experimental data on the triton and He'. This
does not necessarily contradict the result of re-
ference 1, since one and the same potential may
disagree with H' and He' and yet agree with nu-
clear matter. However, it is not impossible that
the accuracy of the Brueckner theory of nuclear
matter is somewhat less good than had been hoped.
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In a current-current picture of the weak inter-
actions, a coupling term of the form (ev)(ev)
arises. '~' The contribution from charge-exchange
currents is an interaction Lagrangian

[ey (1+y )v][ey (1+y )v]
. +

n 5 Q.

in the case of local coupling. [If there are charge-
retention currents involving leptons, other terms
may occur, of course, conceivably even cancel-
ling (1).]

In reference 2, the cross section for neutrino-
electron scattering is calculated using the inter-
action (1); the result is too small for an experi-
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y+y ~ v+ v.

It is interesting that the latter process is not,
in fact, induced by the local coupling (1). The
reasoning is as follows:

By a Pierz transformation, we may express the
coupling as

G

o. 5 n[ey (1+y )e][vy (1+y5)v], (4)

mental test to have been possible up to the present
time.

Pontecorvo' has suggested that if the coupling
(1) exists, it may be of astrophysical importance
because it would induce reactions leading to en-
ergy loss in stars. Recently' consideration has
been given to processes like

+8 +8 v+v,

which is similar to electron-neutrino scattering,
and

Our proof does not hold, however, for the case
of an intermediate charged vector boson' medi-
ating the charge-exchange current-current inter-
actions. That case must be investigated further.

The process' y+y - v+ v+y is not forbidden
for local coupling, although. the contribution from
eyzy5e vanishes by charge conjugation symmetry.
The remaining amplitude, coming from eyrie,
can be calculated from the amplitude' for the
corresponding process where the neutrino pair
is replaced by a virtual photon with "field strength"
equal to the matrix element of

G 8 8
I rr () + r 5)r] -, I rr () + r 5)r]I

for creation of the neutrino pair.
The author wishes to thank Professor William A.
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and we must then calculate the matrix element of

eyrie and of ey&yse between the vacuum and a
state of two photons. The first vanishes by charge
conjugation invariance. The second is analogous
to the amplitude for the decay of a pseudovector
or a pseudoscalar meson into two photons. Since
a spin 1 meson cannot decay' into two photons,
only that part of the amplitude corresponding to
a pseudoscalar meson survives. In the rest
frame, only the time component can contribute.
Thus the entire matrix element of ey~(1+y5)e is
equal to P~ (the total four-momentum) times a
pseudoscalar bilinear in the field strengths of the
two photons. But the Dirac equation for the
neutrinos tells us that vP&y&(1+y5)v gives zero.

Thus local weak interactions, to lowest order
in G, give a vanishing rate' for reaction (3).
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